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Abstract 

This study aims to measuring the flow of accounting and economic resources standards and is 

attempting to use economic criteria to present a simple model for measurement in accounting. 

In this paper, the various methods of valuation and accounting of resources is explained using 

an example, and compared with economics methods. Then the relationship between resource 

flows and accrual nature in accounting are dealt. At last, it is discussed that Correlation leads to 

standard errors of measurement cut off the error measurements with the resources that causes 

creation  of a structure that improves relationships between the value and net income. Any 

difference between accounting and economic values at any given time subsequent to the future 

difference between accounting and economic profits if the relationship is correlated. Sources 

errors lead to future flow errors and vice versa. 

 

Keywords: Economic Resources, Measurement, Accounting Value, Economic Value. 

1. Introduction  
According to a public belief, accounting has designed for measurement values. Thus, this 

subject is ideally appeared that assets should be registered with a fair value and interests should 

be applied with respect to the net assets and be a good standard for a real and fair evaluation of 

economic performance. Therefore, assuming that the main purpose of accounting is valuation, 

we can claim that it has never been successful. Based on available data, accounting value would 

not be in alignment with economic value at all. By information viewpoint or an approach upon 

which accounting has been designed to provide required information, valuation language and 

algebra is employed in accounting for transferring information. However, there is a delicate but 

deep difference between two viewpoint of measure value and information content which will be 

explored later in this paper. This research studies the valuation language and algebra in 

accounting. It is important to note that economic value and accounting value are not equal and 

aligned implications. Here, it is assumed that confidence and complete markets continue to 

exist. This issue help us comparing regularly the accounting and economic criteria in various 

situations.  

 

2. School of Measurement Value and School of Information Content 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) is now studying and revising the available 

conceptual framework. A conceptual framework consists of two components: (1) goals and (2) 
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implications that are originated from goals. Cristansance and Dumsky (2003) suggest two 

approaches about accounting goals: (1) value school that is based on wealth valuation and (2) 

information content school on the foundation of evaluating and disclosing facts. Value school 

stresses on balance sheet, while the latter concentrates on income/expense and more on flows. If 

we consider accounting system as financial history of a commercial unit, value school assesses 

the history by the way of echoing the true value of it. In the absence of complete markets, the 

meaning and intention of true value would not be clear. In contrast, information content school 

judges a system by uncovering events that have impacts on a commercial unit.  

In accounting, the language and algebra valuation is employed for conveying information. In 

terms of implication, economic value and accounting value are not coextensive. Value is the 

representative of existence of some resources or the implication of resources. On the other hand, 

interest is indicator of some changes in resources or the flow concept. Accounting provides a 

list of resources and obligations- balance sheet- and a standard for evaluating performance-

profit and loss account. Accounting standards as pragmatic version are considered as tempting 

and natural economic criteria. In this research, we use economic standards to present a simple 

model of accounting measurement. Stressing on this model helps understanding this concept 

that “accounting is a data source”. The research initially explores values (resources) and profits 

(flows) of accounting then the subjects of articulation between resources and accounting flows 

and the nature of accruals are studied. The final issue is that articulation allows standard errors 

of resource measurement adjusted by standard errors of flow measurement. 

3. Accountants’ Perception of Valuation 
To explain this problem, Dumsky (2003) presents the following example:  

t0= Owners’ Investment ($) CF0 = -25.000 

t1= 4.950 $ for Manufacturing workers’ pay and 9.900 $ account for products’ sale.  

t2= 9.680 $ for Manufacturing workers’ pay and 19.360 $ account for products’ sale.  

t3= 16.637/5 $ for Manufacturing workers’ pay and 33.275 $ account for products’ sale.  

3. 1. Calculation of Profit in Accounting 

Income is identified when products are sold. The cost of labor in case of profit and loss and 

during payment is indicated along with identified income for product. The main issue is how we 

should allocate capital cost to three periods of activity or three manufacturing products. It is 

assumed that depreciation cost of first period is an unspecified amount (d1); depreciation cost of 

second period is considered d2. It is clear that the rest amount ( 2d  - 1d - 25.000) in third period 

would be depreciated. Profit and loss account of these three periods has been presented in table 

1:  

Total t3 t2 t1  

62,535 33,275 19,360 9,900 Income ($) 

31267.5 16,637.5 9,680 4,950 Cost of Labor ($) 

25,000 25,000- 2d - 1d  2d  1d  Depreciation ($) 

6,267.5 2d + 1d - 8,362.5 9,680 - 2d  4,950 - 1d  Interest ($) 

Table1: Calculation of accounting profit of exchanges 
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Regardless of above table, the total amount is:  

4,950–d1+9,680–d2+d1+d2–8,362.5=6,267.5 

Any depreciation table results in a set of book values for assets. At the onset of activity and 

at the time of t = 0, the accounting value of gained asset is 25,000 $. After a while, the 

bookkeeping value of assets would be 25.000 $– d1. At the end of the second and third periods, 

the clerical value would be 25.000 Rials–d1–d2 and zero respectively. After determining the 

time of identifying income and registering the cost of labor, the only variable would be the 

model of depreciation that is determined by d2 and d1.  

 

4. Direct Valuation of Accounting  
A company is defined by a flow of cash that moves toward owners: 

],...,,,[ 210 TCFCFCFCFCF   

To study this issue in the context of accounting, more details are presented. CF and r form 

economic principles. In table 2 a set of asset valuation has been presented along with cash 

flows.  

t3 t2 t1  

0 25,000- d1- d2 25,000-d1 Capital Asset (Net) 

0 25,000- d1- d2 25,000-d1 Total Asset (and Fund) 

 

Since just two variables of d1 and d2 are needed to be determined, t1 and t2 are valued 

arbitrarily. This means that we may assume this as a procedure resulting in a set of values 

relating to assets. Here, the main idea is the companies’ activities result in cash flows and we 

can find accounting reasoning by employing accounting procedures for mentioned activities. 

Undoubtedly, different procedures lead to various perceptions. To articulate this and its 

important features, it is assumed that we can describe the activities of companies by use of cash 

flows and interest rate. For example, we consider A as a function which converts cash flows to 

bookkeeping values of accounting. In other words, if there are a set of CF cash flow, the rate of 

interest r and a set of applicable accounting procedures which are well-defined, function of A 

per each times of t = 0, 1,…,T presents a bookkeeping value of accounting:  

],...,,,[),( 210 TAAAArCFA   

At is bookkeeping value of accounting of cash flows in time t, ],[ rCFAt . If the method of 

depreciation is direct line, function of A is: 

A(CF, r) = [25,000, 16,666.67, 8,333.32, 0] 

 

So, a set of accounting procedure can be defined as a function of A(CF, r) which can relate 

economic history of company to accounting history. The mentioned function can determine any 

value and our duty is determination of initial and ends: 

Equation (1) CFrCFA ),(0  

Equation (2) 0),( rCFAT  

Equation 1 requires us to start registering primary cash flowed by owners to company. In 

equation 2, accounting value of company should be zero at the time of breakup. Equation 1 and 

2 express the concept of accounting valuation. This means a set of procedures which turn 

bookkeeping values back to us by assumption of r and CF. Undoubtedly, accounting valuation, 

namely, A(CF,  r) in equations 1 and 2 is equivalent of V(CF,r) which was described as a means 
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of economic valuation. Economists know value as reduction of future cash flows. Accountants 

use this model as well and bookkeeping value means reduction of future profit not the final cost 

minus the accumulated depreciation. So accounting valuation is the reduction of future cash 

flows and future profit. Cash flows are equal with profit flows and they differ from each other in 

case of accrual items. At the end, there is no accrual item. Therefore, the question is what is the 

difference between economic and accounting profit? Accounting is more conservative and costs 

are better identified. A two period scenario is then produced for better understanding of this fact 

that accountants use the language and algebra of valuation. Assume, the value of 100 is invested 

in t = 0 and CF1 = x and CF2 = 121-1/1x are divided in t = 1 and t = 2 respectively. The rate of 

interest is %10. By using the vector of cash flows and given rate of interest, the set of value is as 

following: 

100)1/1)(1/1121()1/1()1/1()1/1( 212
2

1
10   xxCFCFPV  

xxCFPV   110)1/1)(1/1121()1/1( 11
21  

02 PV  

Therefore, the sum of CF vector is 100 which are equal with the primary value. As a result, 

there is no economic rent, this means:  

000 CFPV  

Thus, with two periods of activity, the primary economic values (PV0) and accounting 

valuation (A0) are equal and both of them are 100. At the end of the second period in which 

economic life has finished, the mentioned values would be PV2=A2=0.  

Assuming xCF 1/11212  , the economic value in t = 1 is: 

xxCFPV   110)1/1)(1/1121()1/1( 11
21  

In diagram 1, the economic value of PV1 has been drawn in range of 750  x . The reason 

of choosing 0 to 75 is that if (CF1 = 0, CF2 = 75) and (CF1 = 0, CF2 = 75) and put them 

in 100)1/1)(1/1121()1/1( 21
0   xxPV , the unknown values would be 38.01 and 38.81 

respectively. By growth of x, PV1 is reduced because the rest of cash flows is reduced and 

0PV is assumed constant. More generally, this issue represents a function which associate cash 

flows and rates of interest with a set of values relating to time. In contrast, accounting value in t 

= 1 depends on how we should allocate the primary cost to the two periods of activity.  

The result of using the method of straight-line depreciation regardless of x and PV1 values is 

A1=50. In addition, by using units of production activity method, we can calculate the value as 

A1= 100 (121 – 1.1x) / (121- 1x). Diagram 1 has been drawn according to units of production 

activity method for 0≤x≤75. In terms of accounting, straight-line depreciation regardless of CF 

and r is A1 = 50. In contrast, units of production activity method report a type of A1 that 

decreases by increasing x (or production). To put it more exactly, in 0≤x≤75, straight line 

method introduces a function of A0=100, A1=50 and A2= 0 and units of production activity 

method defines a function in the form of A0 = 100, A1 = 100(121-1.1x)/(121-1x) and A2= 0.  
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Diagram 1: Valuation Function of Accounting and Economic 

 

Diagram 1 defines the relation between cash flows and value. Here, instead of each x, we 

have a value. As PV0 and PV2 are constant values, they are independent of x, namely, the ends 

of values are not affected by x values. In diagram 1, x-axis represents CF that can be determined 

by different methods. Thus, by selecting the method of depreciation correlated to production, 

we can calculate the bookkeeping value based on remaining cashes. This means that by 

selecting units of production activity method, accountants can do accounting valuation like 

economic valuation. Now measuring standards of accounting process are considered. Regarding 

the process of measuring accounting profit and having cash flows CF and rate of interest r, 

accounting profit would be as following: 

]ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ[),(ˆ 21 TIIIrCFI   

Here, ),(ˆ rCFI and TÎ  are assumed as accounting profit of second period. Equation 3 is true in 

any point and at any time:  

 

 

In other words, to calculate a sequence of accounting profit, an accounting procedure is 

needed by which the sum of cash flows is redefined as a sequence of accounting profit. 

Because, during the life of company, the sum of cash flows is equal with the sum of accounting 

profits. The sequence of reported profit depends on the kind of depreciation method but the 

profit of activity life of company is independent of depreciation method. Here, the two-period 

example is studied. In this example, by assuming ]1/1121,,100[ xxCF  , the sum of profit in a 

two-period activity is xxx 1/0211/1121100  . As you may see, straight-line method of 

depreciation reports 50ˆ
1  xI  and xI 1/171ˆ

2  . Therefore, the stated method introduces a 

special function that relates the sequence of cash flows and the rate of interest to a sequence of 

measuring standards of profit and accounting flow. The exploration of economic profit shows 

that the total amount of economic profit during the life of company is calculated by the 

difference between TCFCFCF  ...21  and the remaining value at 0t  or 0PV . In the case of 
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lack of economic rent, accounting and economic profit of company’s life would be equal. 

However, in the case of economic rent, this issue is shown in the sequence of accounting profit.  

 

5. Indirect Valuation in Accounting 
If accounting value is the value change of accounting plus cash flow, we can claim that the 

procedure of accounting measuring of A and the procedure of accounting profit of Î are 

correlated. So, for Tt ,...,2,1 , the following equation is true: 

tttt CFAAI  1
ˆ  

Similarly, we can define economic profit as the changes of economic value in addition to 

cash flow. The above equation is called Clean Surplus Condition because all changes cross the 

channel of profit and loss account. Correlation brings about duality among resources and 

accounting flows. By determining CF and the sequence of accounting profits, the sequence of 

bookkeeping values is implicitly achieved. Similarly, if the bookkeeping values are specified, 

the sequence of accounting profits is also calculated. Thus, the required condition for duality is 

correlation. Correlation helps replacing balance sheet approach with profit and loss approach 

and the reversed relation is also true. So, it is possible to study directly and indirectly the subject 

of accounting valuation.   

 

7. Accrual Items 
Correlation is a good chance for entering the discussion of accrual items. If cbt represents the 

remaining cash flows of company at the time of t, the accounting value of company at t is the 

total amount of liquidity and accrual items at t time. If tÂ represents the sum of accrual items, 

for Tt ,...,2,1 , it would be 

ttt ACbA ˆ  

Assuming correlation between accounting value and the sequence of profits:  

])[(]ˆˆ[)ˆ()ˆ(ˆ
11111 tttttttttttttt CFcbcbAACFACbACbCFAAI    

This means that profit is the flow of accrual items plus input cash flows and in case of 

correlation, the flow of accrual items is the remaining changes of accrual items. So we can say 

that accrual items play a crucial role in converting CFs to the measuring standards of resources 

and flows. In diagram 1, 11 PVA   indicates this fact that accounting procedures are implemented 

in a complete conservative way. Better identification of const at a particular time would lead to 

identification of them in future and growth of profit. Some believe that this matter is shown in 

the sequence of future profit. According to this approach, standard errors of resource 

measurement are eliminated with standard errors of flow measurement. Here, errors mean the 

difference between economic and accounting measurement standards. If the accounting values 

in t=1 is low, the future profit will be high. Standard errors of resource measurement (At) at t 

cause the standard errors of future flows measurement.  

 

8. Conclusion 
Based on previous notes, we can conclude that accounting structure results from economic 

valuation and algebra relations. Correlation makes a structure to signify the duality of value and 
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profit. Additionally, accrual items form the basis of accounting valuation and bridge the gap 

between cash flows and accounting valuation. The above matters are essential in considering 

accounting system as information source. Accounting shows history of company in terms of a 

sequence of accounting values and a sequence of accounting profit. As there are trust conditions 

and competitive markets in which economic profit and value are properly defined, there are 

many similarities between economic and accounting valuation because for displaying the 

history of company, both use implications of resources and periodical flows. In case of 

correlation of accounting standards, any difference between accounting and economic values in 

any time depends on accounting and economic profit. Resource error results in errors of future 

flows and vice versa.  
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